
3RD GRADE DESCRIPTIVE WRITING ANCHOR PAPERS

Adding details & descriptive words to sentences . students to remember their senses when describing . Kindergarten
through 3rd Grade Writing Samples. 

See transcript ] Transcript: Me and dad hunt for bears and deers. Ask your students to bring in an unusual
object for show and tell. Then, ask them to describe that place as if speaking to someone who has never heard
of it before, much less gone for a visit. After he has identified the sentences, the student could look for the
beginnings of sentences and add capital letters. The more concrete details they include, the clearer a picture it
will paint for their imaginary reader! This writer needs to learn the concept of sentences as complete thoughts.
He always hunts. The writer stays on the topic. A graphic organizer such as a paragraph hamburger may help
him plan how to add more meat to the middle of his story and add an ending sentence to end the paragraph and
restate the main idea. Writes with a purpose: telling about a person who is special to him â€” his dad. When
my dad gets a deer he cuts them. Writing is in response to a prompt, "Think about a person who is special; this
could be a family member, a friend, or anyone else who is important to you. Provide them with a clear and
simple writing strategy , such as a framed paragraph or two, and ask them to fill in the blanks with descriptors
such as the size, shape, color or texture of the object. Finally, allow the owner of the object to join in and
explain what it really is, and why they chose it for show and tell. Shows a beginning sense of grouping
sentences together to make a paragraph â€” uses a main idea 'Me and Dad hunt for bares and dares' and a few
details. I go with him too and I see him get them. With descriptive writing prompts that push your 3rd grade
writers to consider both how to describe something and to whom they are describing it, you can help them
improve and refine their writing and communication skills while allowing their minds to do what kids love
bestâ€”play. The stranger and more unique the object, the better! The teacher could also guide the student to
elaborate on ideas and add details to make the story more interesting. Finally, collect the illustrations and both
paragraphs side by side and publish them in a fun compare-and-contrast classbook. These four descriptive
writing prompts and projects for 3rd grade students will help you show your kids how to put all their
wonderful ideas into words, one adjective at a time! Ask them to share their descriptions as described in
prompt 2 above. Ask your students to choose one illustration from the book and create a list of adjectives that
go with that illustration, writing each word as clearly as possible on a separate small slip of paper.
Mind-reading dogs? The teacher could have him practice reading aloud to hear natural pauses and get a sense
of when a sentence ends. Finally, publish their drawings and destination details all together in one big
Imaginary Lands Travel Guidebook. Afterward, ask them to draw maps and illustrations of their destinations.
He could read the story to someone â€” a teacher or peer â€” and then they could ask questions about what
they want to hear more about in the story. And, if you host a publishing party and ask your students to read
their work aloud, you open up yet another opportunity to learn an important communication skillâ€”namely,
public speaking! For their own object, instead of describing it physically, ask them to explain how it is used,
where it came from and why they chose it.


